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WILLIAM D. GARDNER,
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

Plate No. XXVII. FIVE GLASS LANDAU.
Carriage Monthly December 1875.
We are indebted to Mr. Charles Heergeist, foreman of the
body shop at W. D. Gardner’s carriage manufactory, of this city,
and at one time connected with the, MONTHLY for this design.
The five-glass landau is the most complicated carriage at present
built by the trade. Mathematical calculations have to be entered
into to have the carriage perfect in the falling and riding of the top,
and space in which the glasses can be placed when the top is
lowered, and which can be placed in their position at very little
trouble. In this style of carriage, the deck panel has to be so shaped
as to admit the top to be folded down without interfering with the
panels, for if allowed to rest upon the panels, the paint would soon
be damaged and worn from the wood. The manner of folding the
front of the top is new with Mr. Heergeist, and which is illustrated
in the Wood Department, on page 100. Also a full working
drawing of the body is given, showing the position of the top when
up and lowered, width of different parts of the body and
construction of the same. The lines of this carriage are well
proportioned and pleasing, especially the declining line of the
quarter panels, which makes a narrower panel at the end of the arm
rail while we have a full and deep panel at the door pillars: The
style of the boot is a pattern that is much in vogue at present upon
heavy work. The moldings are rounded upon the face, and left
square upon the edge. The front quarter glass falls’ in the door, the
door being made of sufficient thickness to allow for the glass
frame, which is shown in the diagram given in this number. The
book step should be lined on the tread and back with ribbed
rubber, which prevents the step from rattling, and is much better
than carpet.

The styles of lamps for heavy carriages are quite numerous,
and of exceeding richness. The design upon this carriage is similar
to a pattern we saw upon a finished -carriage in New Haven, and
it is called the “Brilliant “ lamp. The glass is swelled as is shown
in the drawing, and full beveled edges. The full length of the
lamp is about 21 or 22 inches.
Dimensions.--Width of body outside at hinge pillar: 51 inches;
at arm rail. back: 43 inches; front: 42 inches. Width of boot: 28
inches. Wheels: 3 feet 4 inches, and 4 feet. Hubs: 5½ by 8¼
inches. Spokes; 1½ inches. Rim: 1 5/8 inches deep. Tire: 1 3/8 by
½ inch. Axles: 1½ inches. Arm :
8 inches long. Springs: 1¾-inch steel, 5 plates, 4o inches long. C
springs: 1¾-inch steel, 6 plates. Fifth wheels: 26 inches in
diameter, 1 3/8-inch iron.
Painting.--Body: black. Carriage-part: black, striped broad
line blue.
Trimming.--Body: blue pebbled morocco. Head lining: of
satin to match. Ivory pull-to handles, card pockets, &c. Broad lace
to be used for glass frame holders, &c.
Mountings.—Gold. Gold.
Working Diagram of Five-Glass Landau.
SHOWING THE TOP IN TWO POSITIONS, Elevated
FOLDED DOWN, WITH THE NEW Method OF DIVIDING
THE FRONT WHEN FOLDING—ALSO THE CANT,
GIVING ALL THE PRINCIPLE POINTS OF CONTRACTION AND INCLINATION.
3/4-inch SCALE.
This diagram is in explanation of fashion plate No. 27, given
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in this number of the MONTHLY;
the drawing of which is from Charles
Heergeist, foreman at Mr. W. D.
Gardner’s carriage manufactory,
Philadelphia.
Mr. H., in this drawing, has
applied a new method of falling the
front portion of the top, being
attended with less expense than the
many methods now in use--the
manner of working will be explained
in another place. This class of
carriage is the most complicated of
any manufactured by the trade, and
the description of which cannot fail to
be appreciated by those who are
willing to learn and improve themselves in the practical workings of this
branch of the trade. We give all the
points that are necessary, and have
laid them out in the most simple
manner. The parts that we would refer
to most particularly is, the front of the
top, door and the cant; the other
portions will not need much explanation. The outlines of the body are but
a slight change from the English
quarter, which has been given
through the MONTHLY, but, in
construction, the same. The back
portion of the top is made in the same
manner as the regular landau top, as is
shown in an upright position by the
dotted outlines.
The front portion of the top is divided
in four divisions: A, B, C and D, and
which folds down, as shown in the
diagram. The divisions B, C and D
being hinged together, while A is
separate, and falls with the pillar E.
The front glass frame can be folded
down with the top, or dropped in the
berth at the back, as the division of the
front is of sufficient depth to allow the
glass frame to lay in it when folded
down upon the boot. The directions in
which the divisions travel when being
folded, is shown by the circular
dotted lines. To fall the top, the
quarter glass frames are run back and dropped into the door, which is
made of sufficient thickness to accommodate them. Then unlock the top
at joint X, and fold piece B, so that it lays against division D; then let
division C fall forward, and B and D. inward, which places them in the
position shown when down. Then unlock division A from the back
portion of the top, and fall toward the front, as shown by the curved dotted
lines. Then let the back portion down by springing the back joint. The
operation is very simple, and does not interfere with occupants of the
carriage. The small panel F is set in the thickness of pillar E, to allow it to
fall without coming in contact with the panel.
The door is made with the Wood’s patent landau door fixtures, they
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being the only reliable fixtures that combine simplicity with
usefulness, and admitting the doors to be opened without dropping
the glass frames. The shape of the door pillar is shown at the right
of the diagram, and gives the inside view of the pillar. 4, is the door
glass frame berth; 5, the space for the quarter glass frame; 6, the
lining piece;. the two outer lines of the pillar represent the panel
and molding; 7, is the rocker, showing its inclination; 8, the
perpendicular line drawn from the inside edge of the rocker, and
from which the inclination of the rocker is laid out in the cant; 9, is
the end view of the top rail, and part. of the lock pillar that shows
above the top of the door, also the sweep of the. roof curves. The
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boot is of a late pattern, and is very simple in construction. The
dotted lines show the space for the panels and for the joints of the
framework. The piece L is. framed to. the rocker M, as shown in
the cant; L M being the same pieces from a top view, showing
where the splice is formed. The piece H is made.of 1¼-inch ash,
and let in flush with the piece L upon the face side. I, is made of
1½-inch ash, and in the shape shown and framed to the pieces H
and L. The space K between H and I is filled in with a piece of
white wood; which prevents the boot panel from sinking in, which
it ,would otherwise do if the space was left open.
We will now turn to the cant, and which is the most important
part of the draft, and upon which depends the beauty and finish of
the carriage. We lay out the widths of the body, which is 51 inches
at the hinge pillar; 50 inches at the front pillar, 43 inches at the
back on line 1, 42 inches at the front on line 2.
Before proceeding to explain the cant, we would direct
attention to a few points which have been overlooked in
explaining former drafts, and which should attract the careful
study of our readers, and which is upon the establishment of the
belt rail sweep. In the elevation we have drawn a horizonital line
(3) from beneath the arm rail at the door pillars to the outer edge
of the bottom side sweep; and from where line 3 intersects with the
sweep of the bottom sides, draw perpendicular lines 1 and 2,
which gives the points from which we draw the belt- rail sweep. In
nearly every shop the lines 1 and 2 are drawn from the extreme
ends of the arm rail, and where the arm rail is perfectly straight on
the bottom it is correct; but when the arm rail is swept up, as in this
design, it is not proper, for if we had a curve in our belt rail of 5 or
6 inches at the ends, and we were to draw the lines 1 and 2 from the
points or intersection of the corner pillar and belt rail, we would
find when dressing up, and framing our pieces that they would be
winding, and the bevels would not prove correct; but, by drawing
a straight line from the bottom of the belt rail at the door across the
body, we have the correct principle of laying out the cant. Another
point we call attention to is, the manner of laying out the standing
or door pillar. We have taken the latter, which is laid out by the
inside being brought to view, which gives us the correct size of the
pillar.
If laid out with the outside of the pillar up, we would
have to add the bevel to its thickness, and by laying it out as shown,
we have the glass frame berths all correct upon the draft board.
To establish the inside line of rocker, we take the distance from
line 8 to the perpendicular line at the face edge of the pillar, which
marks off the lines PP on lines S S, which establishes the points
from which to draw line Z, the inside line of the rocker, and from
this line all the lines of inclination of the rocker are laid out in the
cant, to find which the lines 7 and 8 are used in the same manner
as the turn-under, and the pillar and sweep of the arm rail is used
in finding the sweep of the bottom side. The manner of laying out
the other portions of the cant is the same as in the rules laid down
in last year’s volume, using no cheat lines, having the sweep of the
belt rail and turn-under in harmony with each other. The lines of
the cant in the front quarter are somewhat crowded, as the lines of
the top rail in which the glass frame slides; and the lines of the.
bottom side come nearly in the same position. P P is the sweep of
the ,top ; O D, belt rail; W W, the bottom side; T, the rabbet in top
rail V the inside fence on the arm rail, against which the quarter
glass frame rests ; Y, the inside line of rocker N (in the elevation).
The space marked glass berths shows the space in the door
.occupied by the glass. frames.
The front-quarter glass frames should be made only as wide as

the distance is between the door pillars, measuring without the
rabbet, which allows the frame to run between the pillars, and does
away with the rabbeting of more than one berth. The dotted lines
in the side elevation shows the frame work, and needs no
explanation.

Plate No. XLIX. SIX-PASSENGER ROCKAWAY.
(Fashion plate missing).
Carriage Monthly December 1875.
This unique design of six-passenger carriage was drawn on the
block for us by Mr. Charles Hertzog, foreman of body shop at W.
D. Gardner’s carriage factory, in this city. The design is original
with Mr. H. Many new points or lines have been brought out in this
plate.
The main feature is in the shape of the door, being
contracted below the belt rail line, and also having a swell of some
4 inches between the pillars, which is clearly shown in working
diagram on page 164. The giving more swell to the door than the
regular sweep of the roof rail, allows more room to the passengers
in the inside, and also a view of the surroundings can be obtained
from the inside.
The body is made to drop considerable in the doorway,
allowing the body to be hung lower, while at the same time the
front or cut-under is well elevated, affording plenty of room for the
wheel when it is turned at the half lock, and it also allows of giving
the body a better shape than if made in the ordinary way. But there
are disadvantages connected with the giving of so much drop. The
first is, it makes the side appearance or surface very high, when the
proper height is given on the front seat. In the drawing, the head
room on the front seat is only 3 feet 5 inches, but more room can
be obtained by putting the seat bar lower down, so that the seat
bottom will be from 2 to 2¼ inches below the top edge of the
rocker. The inside of the body has a false bottom, level with the top
of the rockers, to give the proper foot room, which is 12 inches in
this carriage.
The C line is brought out on the front and back quarters. This
line is now being used by the leading builders in this and Eastern
cities, and which no doubt will be found very prominent at the
Centennial Exposition next year. The quarter lights are made
stationary, but shifting quarters are often used upon this class of
carriages.
For construction and dimensions of the body, refer to working
diagram and explanations on pages 163, 164 and 166, of this
number.
Dimensions.—Wheels: 8 feet 1 inch, and 8 feet 9 inches.
Spokes: 1½ inches. Hubs: 5¼ by 8 inches. Axles: 1½ by 8 inches.
Springs: 1¾-inch steel, 6 plates, 86 inches long. Track: 5 feet.
Fifth-wheels: 26 inches in diameter.
Painting.--Body: panels, purple lake. Moldings and upper
quarters :black.
Moldings striped with broad line carmine,
deep. Carriage-part: dark green, striped broad line black, edged
with fine lines light green.
Trimming.—Green cloth. Broad lace for cushion facings,
falls, &c.; the lace to correspond to the painting. Outside seat:
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enameled leather, patent leather raises. Mountings.—Gold.
Working Diagram of Six-Passenger Rockaway.
SHOWING SIDE ELEVATION, CANT, HALF BACK
VIEW, AND MANNER or LOCATING WE POSITION OF
THE KING-BOLT AND TURNING UNDER OF THE
FRONT WHEEL,
DRAWN To 3/4-inch SCALE.
BY C. HERTZOG.
In furnishing the annexed diagram of six-passenger rockaway,
is to better illustrate the improvements more fully than can be
shown in the fashion plate, and also to give my views on the
manner of constructing the most difficult points, which will be of
great help to those who deem the design worthy of copying.
This body in made to drop considerable in the doorway, and by
which we are enabled to have
the body hang nearer the floor, and yet have plenty of room at the
cut-under for the front wheel when turned to a half lock, and also
allows of giving the body a better shape than if the lines were
conformed to the ordinary styles of bodies. While we have the
advantages, it is also accompanied with its disadvantages, which
are two. The first is, it makes the side surface very deep when the
proper height is given on the front seat. In the drawing I have given
but 8 feet 5 inches headroom on the front seat. The proper height
should be 8 feet 7½ inches, but the front seat can be set 2¼ inches
below the top of rocker, which will give the proper room. In order
to get the proper leg room on the inside of body, a false bottom is
put in flush with the top of rocker, giving 12 inches from seat to
floor.
The outlines of the body are a direct change from anything that
has been brought out of late. A number of years ago the ogee was
very fashionable, and from appearances, will soon resume the
lead again, judging from the number that are being built by leading
manufacturers. The door below the belt rail has the outlines
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contracted 2¼ inches each side. The quarter panels are set back
from the face of door molding, as shown at Fig. 4, in which the
door hinge pillar is shown, the shaded lines denoting the position
of the hinge pillars; and outside of shaded line, below belt rail,
shows the amount of the door pillar projecting out from the quarter
panel.
In building heavy work, care should always. be used in getting
the frame work as light as possible, without interfering with
strength. I have noticed rockaway bodies in which there was
timber enough for two. In this diagram, I have laid out the rockers
on an incline or leaning out, and contracting the different pieces,
by which process the frame work is made much lighter, and at
considerable saving of material and labor over the old system of
framing the. pieces square. It will be seen in the side elevation
(Fig. l) that I have selected the most difficult style of body to lay
out the cant for. In the diagram, it will be seen I have laid out each
part separately. Fig. l, the side elevation. Fig. 2, half back view.
Fig. 3, the ground plan or bottom view. Fig. 4, standing or door
pillar. Fig. 5, the manner of determining the, position of the front
and cut-under of the body, also to establish the point where the
king-bolt: must be placed.
In drawing the side elevation, I have need as few lines as
possible, yet showing all the pieces in its construction. A, A, A, A,
A, the rockers; B, back bottom side; C, the back pillar: D, the
hinge pillar, framed into the bottom side B, as shown by the
shading; E, the lock pillar, framed to the front quarter; F, the front
pillar, extending from the belt rail to the top rail; G, the belt rail; H,
the arm rail; I, glass rail; J, the glass rail glued to the under side of
top rail; K, is. a rail formed in the door at the point where the door
panels are jointed, the joint being covered with the molding;
L, is a rail placed on the top of the rockers, between the two pillars
E and F, and let into the same to receive the quarter panel. Rail M
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is lapped into the pillars E and F, the same as rail L. These rails
must be gotten out with different sweeps. Rail M to the sweep of
the top rail, rail L with the convex concave sweep to conform to
the. shape of the rocker, as shown in Fig. 8, line 6.
In framing the rockers A, A, at the back of hinge pillar D, and
forward of look pillar E, I frame the pieces so that the grain of the
wood runs in the direction as shown by the shaded lines (the
corners being rounded) to form good joints at doorway on the
rockers. The rockers extend to the top of bottom side B, making
the joint on the inside of the same. The bottom aide B is framed in
perfectly square; that part of the rocker restang against the bottom
side is squared on the outside, while the: inside line is inclined. By
framing in this manner, I have a square ourface in which to frame
this hinge pillar,‘ tail bar and back pillars, having all the joints
square, which makes it much easier to obtain the lengths of bars,
and less work in framing. The bottom side has a piece glued into
the inside to come flush with the rocker, as shown by line N, in Fig.
3, B being the face of bottom side. The rockers forward of lock
pillar are gotten out the same as at the back, and the rockers when
all framed have 5 pieces, as shown by A, A, A, A, A, and with the
bottom side B, 6 pieces. After the rockers are all framed, I get out
pieces of white wood (poplar) and glue against the rockers to form
the quarter forward of lock pillar E, forming the scroll and turnunder sweep at that point. The thickness of the pieces can be
obtained, and can be seen by reference to the door pillar, Fig. 4,
also on ground plan (Fig. 3) at rocker A; at this point the scroll
should show 1 inch from the rocker.
The bracket is inclined more than the other points of the body,
in place of contracting it. By gluing a piece of piece of 2 inch ash
on the inside of bracket from the heel forward; we are enabled to
have the front portion straight, as shown in the ground plan, in
which the lines show the position of bracket leaning out and
square at the point, the latter being the proper position, which is
obtained by dressing off the outside to a feather edge at the heel,
and 2 inches at the point, and the reverse on the inside of same.
The back pillar C is made in two pieces is place of one, making
the joint at the belt rail, putting the tenon on the lower piece,
framing cross bars on the lower and upper pieces of the pillars to
receive the panels.
In laying out the ground plan or cant of this job, I proceed in the
same manner as heretofore given through the MONTHLY, using
no imaginary or cheat lines to prick off the bottom sides. Lines E,
E, E, is the roof rail. Lines 1, 2 and 3, at the back, show arm rail,
glass rail and belt rail; 4, the lines of lower quarter panel, with an
offset of 1¼ inches, starting flash with the point of belt rail at the
back; 5, is the top line of bottom side when pricked off; 6, the
bottom line of bottom side when dressed out; B, face of bottom
side; N, piece glued on to the bottom side to bring it gush with the
rocker A; 0, opening between the door and rocker; P, the bottom
of door; Q, molding in the bottom of door; R, glass berth; S, door
rail and molding at the top of door.
In order to explain the
rocker forward of the lock pillar, I use numbers, as it does not
disfigure the drawing like letters. 1, shows the rocker on the inside;
2, the.outside of same; 3 and 4, the top of rocker; 5, is the. top of.
the rocker when finished, forming an offset same as at the back
quarter; e, shows the molding as at L. (Fig. 1) on the belt rail. At
the front of Fig. 1 is shown the inclination of the rocker at front of
seat, and from which we get the width by measuring from the
perpendicular center line to lines 8 and 9, which represent the
rocker.

In Fig. 5 I further show the passage of the wheel, and how to
find the position of every given point on the rim of the wheel and
the body, being a part that is very necessary to find, not only as to
how, much the wheel clears: the body when turned fully under, but
also how near it comes to the sides of the body when turning. By
reference to the drawing, it will be seen that the inside of rim
passes under the body just at the corner. B, B, the side of body at
the back of brackets and forward of cut-under; 8, the inside line of
rim of wheel on top; 7, the outside line; V W, the passage of the
back end of the wheel turning under. In this case, the king-bolt
from center of axle to center of bolt is 4 inches. We could give it
6 inches and then carry the whole carriage-part back, especially as
I have drawn a concave in the cut-under, which will give it plenty
of room, but I always like to see the axle parallel with the front
corner of the bracket; it must therefore be obvious how important
it is to determine, by a simple and reliable method, the exact
position of the wheel, while turning, do every part of the cutunder.
The swelled panel at the back of the cut-under is
shown in Fig. 3; at W.
Fig. 2, the back view, shows the manner of framing, also the
position and size of back light moldings, and, also assists in
getting the width at any point on, the side, and in laying out the
cant.
Note.—Mr. Hertzog, we understand, will furnish full size
working drafts of this carriage, or of any other design that parties
may wish.-Ed.
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Plate No. 46. HANSOM.
Carriage Monthly September 1883
This hansom, built by William D. Gardner, of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, has several new features worth noticing. The body
is of original design, and different in construction from those of
recent styles. Lower and back panels are grooved and have solid
moldings. The upper panels are glued the same as on Broughams,
but the side glasses are made to drop and can be let down to the
upper surface of rocker; the back window is also made to drop. In
front, the lid is not cut in the center, as on the Philadelphia cab, but
is out of one piece and opens toward the front, instead of sideways.
For summer use, this lid is taken out and replaced with a leather
apron. The suspension is also novel, the front of springs being
suspended as usual, but the back, instead of having braces from
the body to the top of cross-spring, has a cross or spring bar, as
shown in the illustration. The springs connecting with body and
shafts consist of but two plates, No. 2 steel, 1¾ inches wide.
Dimensions. Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels 52 inches,
exterior diameter of hubs 6¾ inches, length of hubs 8½ inches,
diameters of bands of hubs 4¾ x 5 3/8 inches, width of spokes at
square end 1¾ inches, thickness of spokes at square end 1 1/8
inches, number of spokes 14, thickness and depth of rims 1¾ x 1¾
inches full, stagger 3/8 inches, tire, steel 3/8 x 1 5/8 inches.
Length of arms of axle for 8½ inch hubs, thickness of axle, at
square end 1½ inches collinges. Back springs: Length of side
springs 48 inches, length of cross springs 43½ inches, open from
out to out of side springs 3 inches, open from out to out of cross
springs 5½ inches, width of steel 1¾ inches, number of leaves on
side springs 6, number of leaves on cross springs 6, thickness of
first leaf No. 2, thickness of other leaves No.2, 3, 3, 3, 3. Body:
Across body front 39 inches, across door back pillar 45½ inches,
across body back 41 inches, turn-under 2½ inches.
Painting. Body: upper panels, black; lower panels, dark green,
striped with a fine line of vermilion. Carriage-part: light
vermilion, striped one ½-inch line of black. A large monogram is
painted on each side of the lower quarter panels.
Trimming. Green goat-skins and green cloth, broad lace,

seaming and pasting. Style, squares, small red cardinal centers.
Upper part above arm-rest and back perfectly plain, and trimmed
with cloth. Cushions, square and lace facings. Fall edged with
broad lace. Carpet, green, with small cardinal spots. Apron
fastened on dash. Trimming for a Hansom : Green goat-skins,
broad-lace, seaming and pasting. Green tufts with cardinal
centers. Carpet with small cardinal spot. Trimmed in squares or
diamonds. The upper part from the back and arm-rest green cloth,
perfectly plain, made on two plies of buckram and two layers of
wadding. Due care must be taken to have your cloth perfectly
smooth. Spring curtains, green silk. Side and back frames
covered with green cloth. Driver’s cushion, enamel leather. Skirt
on driver’s seat made of heavy skirting, lined with enamel leather.
Ironed lid covered on the inside with light enamel leather. Shafts
covered with russet leather and must be stitched on with seam on
top. Speaking-tube made to come from the driver’s seat through
upper panel and quarter, and to be secured in right-hand corner;
mouth-tube to rest on arm-rest. Fall nailed on seat, with band, 1¼
inch wide. For plain work, the best of cloth must be used and care
taken in sewing your cloth, keeping the edge drawn perfectly tight,
so that it will not creep up between stitches. E. WILLIAMS.
Mountings. Silver.
HANSOM
Carriage Monthly December 1883
continuation of plate No. 46.
Ironing a Hansom Cab
There are many ways of ironing a cab; but as the Hansom has
not as yet come into general use, and a thorough knowledge of
ironing them not being possessed by the majority of blacksmiths,
I will give in detail the methods I employed in the construction of
one of the vehicles recently, which gave perfectly satisfactory
results. (See Plate No, 46, this vol., page 175 this book)
Fig.1 represents sections of shafts with bar; A is the socket for
shaft-bar; B, the shaft; C shaft-boss of 1-inch oval iron ; D spring
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connecting shaft with body, as per Fig. 4, having two plates of
Nos.1 and 3 steel, and connects with the shaft 15 inches from
socket A, Fig. 1; E is a plate solid to C for fastening the singletree,
Fig. 11, made of two plates, Nos. 1 and 2 steel.
Fig. 2 is the shaft-iron, which is of spring steel, 1½ inches wide,
No. 2 steel; A is the boss connecting with A, Fig. 3; B, the shaftiron; C, the spring, the same as D in Fig. 4.
Fig. 3 represents the shackle connecting the body with the
shafts, and is made of 1¼-inch square Ulster iron, except the
socket A, which is of Norway iron, 2½, by ¾ inch, forged hollow
to admit the boss, 1½, inches diameter by 1 3/8 inches wide; B is
a plate welded on near the front of rocker to impart strength and
steadiness, bolted with 3/8-inch bolts through the rocker; C, a
crab for the front end of side-spring; D, a spring as in Fig. 4; E,
frame for step, forged from 7/8 inch oval Ulster iron.
Fig. 4 shows the mode of fastening the shaft,
shackle, spring and step to the rocker; A is the
shackle; B, section of step; C, rocker; D, spring;
E, roller connecting spring with shafts; F is a clip
over shackle and spring.
Fig. 5 is the step, which is of the grate pattern,
6 by 6, forged with ½, collar at each back corner,
to go through holes A and B as in Fig. 6. The bar
of this step is ¾-inch oval iron, welded to a frame,
front forged solid of Norway iron. Fig. 6 is the
frame for the step, for description of which see
Fig. 3. C. C are flats for bolts, 2½ by 3½ inches,
bolted to shafts, shackle and body. Fig. 7 is the
back stay which supports the foot-board and
driver’s seat, forged oval of 1 inch square Ulster
iron; A is flat under driver’s seat; B is same under
foot-board; C is foot of stay forming plate
extending along the top of bar D; E, back crossspring; F, F are clips.
Fig. 8 represents the stay supporting the
driver’s seat from the foot-board up, forged oval
of 1-inch square. Ulster iron; A is flat for bolts
under driver’s seat, and is also flat on foot-board
B. Fig. 9 is a ½ -inch collar, flat, passing through
the panel and back of the body, and supporting
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the foot-board; B, a step welded to A for the left side of the
hansom, the same as on the right side, without step.
Fig. 10 shows the body-loop from the body to the back bar Fig.
7. Fig. 11 is the singletree, two plates, Nos. 1 and 2 steel. Fig. 12,
step, the same as A in Fig. 10. Fig. 13, dash-rail, 3/8 Round. Fig.
14, top sweep of body loop; A, loop; B, bar. Fig. 15 shows the
center support to the dash and the mode of fastening to the rocker.
A, dash; B, rocker; C, rest for Hansom when at a halt. Fig. 16, keep
for the lines. Fig. 17, roller for front end of side-spring connecting
with crab C in Fig. 3, made of iron, 1¾ by 2½ inches from center
to center of holes, which are ½ inch in diameter. R. HEEL.
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Plate No. 8. PHILADELPHIA AMBULANCE.
Built by William D. Gardner.
Hub April 1884 page 22.
The Ambulance illustrated in the accompanying Fashion
Plate was built by Mr. Wm. D. Gardner, carriage manufacturer,
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for the Police Department of
Philadelphia; and for the sketches and measurements we are
indebted to Mr. R. H. Lee, who has charge of the smith-shop in
that establishment.
The body of this Ambulance is made as compact as
practicable, and the stretchers and bedding reach forward to the
driver’s-seat. The rockers are made in three pieces of ash,
spliced together; size, 3 x 1½ in. The frame-work consists of the
four corner-pillars, two middle rails, two top rails, two short
pillars in front, connected with a cross-rail for the support of the
seat-frame, and two strainers between the two corner pillars.
The two middle side-rails are 2 x ¾ in., and these are lapped to
the corner-pillars. A bar goes across the body, in the middle of
the wheel-house, for the stretchers to rest, on. In order to afford
a better understanding of the interior arrangements, we herewith
present a sectional cut showing the position of the stretcher and
bedding, Fig. 1.
The lower section of the body is paneled, while the upper
section is provided with curtains. The rear entrance is
constructed similarly to the tailgate on an Express Wagon.
The stretchers are provided with folding handles, which we
illustrate by the two sectional cuts, Figs. 2 and 3.
Fig. 2 shows the handle of the stretcher when ready for use;
while Fig. 3 shows the same when folded. A is an iron link
which, when brought into position as per Fig. 2, drops into the
notch B; and C is the turning-point for the hinge, which is let into
the top of the stretcher. One iron plate is let into the bottom of the
stretcher, and the notch B is forged out of that plate.

Fig. 4 shows a section of the stretcher. All these sketches, with
the exception of Fig. 1, are made to the scale of 1 in. to the foot.
The remaining outfit consists of a heavy woolen blanket, an Indiarubber blanket and bedding.
Side-springs are used for the hind carriage-part, and are
clipped under the axle. The perch stay, instead of being clipped
under the axle, is clipped under the spring, the manner of which is
shown in Fig. 5. The body hangs low, to insure greater ease in
receiving and removing patients.
Dimensions.—Width of body at the bottom, 40 in.; on top of
the panel, 45 in. Front wheels, 30 in., and hind, 42 in. diameter,
without the tire. Depth of rims, 1 3/8 in. Size of spokes, 1 3/8 in.
Number of spokes, 10 and 12. Stagger of spokes, 3/8 in. Hubs, 5
in. diameter. Front bands, 3¾ in., and back, 4¼ in. diameter. Tire,
1 1/8 x 3/8 in.
The front spring is elliptic, 35 in. long, from out to out, with 9
in. opening over all. Width of steel, 1½ in. Number of plates, four,
namely: the first No. 2, the next No. 4, the third No. 3, and the last
No. 1 steel. For the hind carriage-part half-springs only are used,
which are 41 in. long, from out to out, with 4½ in. arch over all.
Width of steel, 1½ in. Number of plates, four, namely: the first No.
2, next, No. 4, third, No. 3, and last No. 4 steel. Size of axles,
1¼ in. Track, 5 ft. 2 in., from out to out.
Finish.—Painting of body, black, and the moldings are striped
with a fine line of white. Running-gear, yellow, striped with black.
Trimming, black enameled cloth for the cushion, fall and back.
Mountings, silver.
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Plate No. 1. LADIES CART, WITH IRON SIDE-BARS.
Hub April 1884.
This Cart was built by Mr. William D. Gardner, of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It is very light, and includes several
new features, principally in connection with the ironwork. The
sketches from which our Fashion Plate was produced were kindly
furnished by Mr. R. H. Lee, the skilled foreman of Mr. Gardner’s
blacksmith department.
The body of this Cart resembles that of a Coal-box Buggy, but
the back and front have considerably more flare than has lately
been applied to bodies of this character. The extra rail on top of
the panels at the sides and back, adds materially to the good
appearance of the job. The space between the rail and the panels
is filled with sticks, either turned or V-shaped. The mode of
suspension, as above suggested, differs from any heretofore
published in connection with Carts. An iron bar is clipped to the
axle parallel with the body. This bar is made of 1¼ x ¾ inch iron
at the axle, but tapered toward the end in order to give it a lighter
appearance. This bar is made oval between the axle and crossspring. Flanges are welded at the ends of the bar, for the reception
of the cross-springs. The front end of the bar extends beyond the
cross-spring, and the step-shank is welded to the bar. See
drawing. The step-pad is fastened on top of this extension of the
side-bar. For a better understanding of this, we introduce below
two sectional cuts: Fig. 1, a side elevation, Fig. 2, a top view of the
bar.
The shafts, as will be seen by these sectional cuts, are
connected to the body in a manner very much the same as that by
which the ordinary shaft is fastened to the axle-bed of fourwheeled carriages. A plate is fastened under the front of the body,
assuming, in front of the body, the shape of a jack-clip; this is for
the reception of the shafts. A spring which is fastened to the
bottom of the shafts and at the front of the spring-bar, is said to
prevent all knee motion. Two flanges are welded to the shaft-plate
for the reception of this spring, which works in a pivot. A wooden
dash may be used if desired. The lamps are fastened to the dash.
We are informed by Mr. Lee that this makes an
attractive looking and serviceable vehicle, and we see no reason to
doubt the correctness of his statement.
Dimensions. Width of body at the top, 29 inches; and at
bottom, 25 inches. Width of seat on top, 38 inches; and at bottom,
32 inches. Height of wheels, 3 feet 6 inches. Depth of rims, 1

inches. Size of spokes, 1 inches. Number of spokes, 12. Stagger
of spokes, 5/16 inches. Hubs, 3½ inches diameter. Front bands,
2¼ inches; and back, 2¾ inches diameter. Length of front bands,
1 inches Length of hubs, 6½ inches. Tire, x 3/16 inches, round
edge steel.
The springs are 33 inches from out to out, with 2¼ inches arch
over all. Width of steel, 1¼ inches. Number of plates, three for the
front, and four for the hind spring. For the front spring the first
plate is No. 2, the next No. 3, and the last No. 1 steel. For the hind
spring, the first plate is No. 2, the second No. 4, the third No. 3, and
the last No. 1 steel. The springs are clipped to the cross-bars.
Axles, inches. Track, 4 feet 2 inches.
Finish. The character of the painting is an important feature in
making this vehicle attractive. We would suggest making the
body and seat dark green, moldings a pale blue, with the runninggear rich carmine, striped with two fine-lines of black.
Trimming, blue cloth, finished with two rolls for the lazyback, the diamond pattern for the cushion top, and two raisers for
the fall, made of the same material as the rest of the trimming.
Carpet, blue, with black figures. Mountings, silver.
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Plate No. 11. LADIES’ PHAETON, ON FIVE SPRINGS.
Hub May 1884 page 95.
The original vehicle from which this attractive design has been
reproduced, was built by Mr. Wm. D. Gardner, of Philadelphia,
the sketches of which were furnished by Mr. R. H. Lee, foreman
of Mr. Gardner’s smith-shop. It embraces a number of important
new features, especially in its ironwork, which fact has led us to
prepare a working draft, which will appear in our next
number.[not found or not published]. The body is tastefully
designed and well proportioned. It has considerable turn-under of
the concave-convex shape, the arm-rail and the middle pillar
forming a sharp corner at the top, while the molding is swept as
shown, thus giving the sides a better appearance. The rockers
are made of four pieces.
The bottom cross-bar at the front
end of the body is swept backward 1½ in., to give the wheels
sufficient room to turn.
The middle pillar can be made of
either one or two pieces, the former method being preferable, as it
produces only one short joint at the connection of the pillar with
the back bottomside. The moldings are all worked on. The back
bottomside and corner-pillar are made of one bent piece. The back
cross-bar, back rail, front bar and back panel are put together at the
same time. The side panel is then inserted in the bent corner-pillar.
The middle pillar and front bottomside are secured next, and the
arm-rail last. There are different methods in use, but we consider
it best to let the panel extend to the front of the pillar, and to the top
of the arm-rail; or, in other words, we prefer not putting the panel
at those places into the groove. This process will simplify the
construction. The whole frame-work can then be put together first,
and then the panel. The molding on the arm-rail and pillar is then
glued on. We confine the following list of dimensions to the body
only, as the measurements for the running-gear will appear in
detail in connection with the working draft to appear in our next
number.
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Dimensions.--Width of body in the middle, at the top of the
arm-rail, 45 in.; ditto at the back, on top of the arm-rail, 41 in.; ditto
at the back cross-bar, 38 in.; ditto at the extreme front, 34 in. Turnunder, 5½ in. Rocker-plates, 2 x 3/8 in. steel, fastened with 1½ in.
No. 16 screws.
Finish.--Painting of the body panels, dark green; and moldings
black, with a fine line of carmine. Running-gear, carmine, striped
with two medium lines of black. Trimming, green goatskin, of best
quality, for the back and cushions; and cloth for the quarters and
head-lining. Broad-lace of an elaborate pattern may be applied
around the edges of the fall and arm-rail. Carpet, green.
Mountings, silver.
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Plate No. 65. GARDNER STATION-WAGON.
Hub November 1884 pages 543-544.
MR. R. H. LEE, of Philadelphia, foreman in Mr. W. D.
Gardner’s smith-shop, has favored us with a sketch and
measurements of this attractive and useful light vehicle, which can
be utilized for various purposes, the principal one, as our title
indicates, being the conveyance of passengers and baggage to and
from railway stations. A tail-gate is provided on the back of the
body to hold small trunks and packages.
This design will also answer admirably for marketing
purposes. The rear seat, which is movable, may then be taken out
to give room for baskets and sundry articles. It is also equally
adapted for use as a summer family carriage, being light and
sufficiently roomy, so that four grown persons may be
comfortably seated. If desired, a child’s-seat, about 6 in. wide,
may be fastened on the back bar of the front seat. This seat can
be made detachable when not in use.
The construction of the body is very simple. The body is
straight on the sides lengthwise, but the sides are flared out
considerably.
The rockers will have to be dressed by the
bevel, with the exception of the toe-board rocker, which is to be
framed square. The rear corner-pillars are plated, which is also
advisable for the hinge-pillars. The rear panel of the wheelhouse is swept backward 1½ in., to afford room for the wheel to
turn.
The rear seat is plain, and consists of a seat-frame
only, supported by iron stays bolted to a pair of cleats at the
bottom, the cleats resting on a side-rail glued to the side-panel and
let into the pillar. An iron cross-stay is bolted to the cleats, and in
the center to the seat-frame, which further adds to the strength of
the seat.
Attention is called to the kingbolt, which is placed 3 in. in front
of the axle-bed. In order to explain how to construct such a
kingbolt so that it shall prove strong and durable, we introduce
below three special cuts Fig. 1, showing the side view; Fig. 2, the
bottom view of the top fifth-wheel, and Fig. 3, the top view of the
bottom fifth-wheel.
Fig. 1 shows the arrangement complete, but cut in half to show
the interior to better advantage, together with the transom plate of

the axle-bed, head-block, and the extension plate in front of the
axle-bed and head-block., which latter forms a T. At the extreme
front of this extended plate, a boss is formed at the top and bottom,
the bottom one having a hole drilled in it forming a socket, while
the top one is shouldered off the smaller part fitting into the socket
of the lower boss. A half-inch hole is then drilled through the hole,
for the reception of the kingbolt. One stay extending from the
bottom of the axle, and another from the top of the spring, add
greatly to the support of the extension for the kingbolt. The
displacing of the kingbolt in front of the axle-bed is necessitated
by the short distance from the dash to the rear part of the wheelhouse.
Dimensions.—Width of body on top, 42 in.; and bottom, 38
in. Rockerplates, 2 x ½ in., fastened with 1½ in. Nos. 14 and 16
screws.
Height of wheels: front, 3 ft., and rear 3 ft. 9 in.,
without the tire. Depth of rims, 1¼ in. Size of spokes, 1¼ in.
Number of spokes, 12 and 14. Stagger of spokes, 5/16 in. Hubs,
4¼ in. Front bands, 2¾ in., and back, 3¼ in., inside diameter.
Length of front bands, 1½ in. Length of hubs, 6½ in. Tire, 1 x
3/16 in., round edge steel. The front axle-bed is swept upward 1½
in., and the rear axle-bed ½ in.
The front spring is elliptic, 35 in. long, from out to out, with 10½
in. opening over all. Width of steel, 1½ in. Number of plates, four,
namely: the first No. 3, the next two No. 2, and the last No. 1 steel.
The rear spring is elliptic, 37 in. long, from out to out, with 9 in.
opening over all. Width of steel, 1½ in. Number of plates, five,
namely the first No. 3, the next two No. 2, the fourth No. 3, and the
last No. 1 steel. Axles, 1 1/8 in., of Dalzell make. Track, 5 ft., from
out to out.
Finish.—Painting of the body, dark green; and running-gear,
carmine, with two narrow stripes of black. Trimming, green cloth
or leather. The back and cushion tops are laid off in biscuits.
One raiser is ap plied around the edge of the fall. Carpet, green,
with black figures. Mountings, silver.
We would add that we are informed by our correspondent, Mr.
Lee, that this vehicle has met with such favor that one woodworker
in Mr. Gardner’s factory has been kept constantly employed on
bodies of this style for some time past. We hope it will procure
similar steady jobs to woodworkers in other shops.
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Plate No. 74. WINDLASS TRUCK FOR DELIVERING
CARRIAGES.
Built by Wm. D. Gardner, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Hub December 1884 page 623-624
The truck from which this drawing was made was built by Mr.
Wm. D. Gardner, carriage-builder, of No. 214 South Fifth-street,
Philadelphia, for his own use; and the sketches and measurements
employed by us were kindly furnished by Mr. R. H. Lee, foreman
of Mr. Gardner’s
smith-shop.
The construction of this truck is very simple, and it is light, and
can be built without great expense in material or labor. The side
pieces of the framework constituting the body are made of ash, 6
inches wide by 1½ inches thick, and with 6 inches bend. An iron
plate, 3 x ¼ inches, is fastened edgewise tn the outside of the side
pieces or bottom sills, bent the same shape as the sills, and
fastened to the same by bolts, while, at the intervening spaces,
screws are used. To strengthen the projecting part of the plate,
corner-plates are used, made as shown in the following small cut,
wherein A gives the end view of the sill ; B, the outside plate ; C,
the corner-plate; and D, the bolt connecting the corner-plate to the
body.
Each of these corner-plates is fastened to the side plates by
rivets.
The seat supports are made of ash, 5 inches wide at the bottom,
tapered to 2 inches at the top, and 1½ inches thick. These supports
are framed into the cross-bars, and strengthened by corner-plates.
The outer edge of the bottom sills is beveled 3/8 inches. Each of
the sills has three strips of tire steel on the top face, 1¼ x 5/16
inches.
Five cross-bars are used, 5 x 1½ inches. Two of these are at the
front, one at each end of the rear spring, and one at the extreme
end. The seat is made with solid sides and back, and is fitted to the
seat-frame in the same manner as a buggy seat. A box is fastened
to the inside edge of the seat-frame pieces, for the storage of
blankets, wrenches, etc. A windlass is fastened to the seat
supports, to better facilitate the loading of carriages. This
windlass consists of two cog-wheels. The lower one is fastened to
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a shaft made of 1 inches round iron, reaching across the seat
supports, and this is 3½ inches in diameter. The upper cog-wheel
is 12 inches in diameter, and has a roller 3 inches in diameter. The
leverage power obtained by this arrangement of the windlass is
sufficient to draw at least 1½ ton, which can readily be
accomplished by one man. The gear is made of hickory, all bars
being straight crosswise, and they should be made as light as
possible.
Dimensions.--Width of body frame on top, 5 feet 3½ inches,
from out to out; ditto bottom, 5 feet 3 1/8 inches. Width of seatframe, 37 inches over all; ditto on top, 40 inches. Wheels, Warner
patent. Height of wheels: front, 2 feet 6 inches; and rear, 3 feet.
Tire, 1 5/8 x ½ inches.
The front springs are platform, 43 inches long, from out to out,
with 5 inches set over all. Width of steel, 1½ inches. Number of
plates, five, all No. 2 steel. The cross-spring is 41½ inches long,
from center to center, with 6 inches set over all. Width of steel, 1½
inches. Number of plates, five, all No. 2 steel. For the rear, two
side-springs are used only, 40 inches long, from out to out, with 5
inches set over all. Number of plates, six, all No. 2 steel. Axles,
1 3/8 inches. Track, 5 feet 2 inches.
Finish.--Painting of body, dark green; and running-gear,
yellow, with a broad stripe and two stout lines of black.
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Plate No. 14. FOUR PASSENGER COUPE ROCKAWAY.
Carriage Monthly May 1885 page 33.
This rockaway represents one of the latest styles of Wm. D.
Gardner, of Philadelphia. The body under the arm-rail line is 40
inches, back quarter 18 ¾ inches, door 20 inches, and the coupe
pillar 1¼ inches. The rockaway-front is 3 feet 5 inches from the
front door-joint to the extreme front of the bracket. Depth of body
from the bottom door-sweep to the upper edge of the top rail 4 feet
8 inches.
Dimensions.–Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels 35 x 47
inches, Exterior diameter of hubs 4 5/8 inches, Length of hubs 7
inches, Diameters of bands of hubs 3 1/8 x 3 5/8 inches, Width of
spokes at square end 1 5/16 inches, Number of spokes, front and
back 12 and 14, Thickness and depth of rims1 5/16 x 1 3/8 inches,
Stagger ½ inches, Tire, steel 1 1/8 x ¼ inches.
Front Springs: Length from center to center of bolts 35 inches,
Open from out to out 9 inches, Width of steel 1½ inches, Number
of leaves 5 , Thickness of first leaf No. 3, Thickness of other leaves
No. 3, 3, 3, 3, Distance of holes apart and size 3½ x 5/16 inches,
Weight of springs about 27 lbs., Length of arms of axle for 7inch
hubs, Thickness of axle, at square end 1 3/16 inches.
Back Springs: Length of side springs 36 inches, Open from out
to out of side springs 9½ inches, Width of steel 1¼ inches,
Number of leaves on side springs 4, Thickness of first leaf No. 3,
Thickness of other leaves Nos. 3, 3, 3, Distance of holes apart, and
size 3½ x 5/16 inches, Weight of springs about 40 lbs., Length of
arms of axle for 7 inch hubs, Thickness of axle, at square end 1 3/
16 inches.

Body: Across boot, front 34 inches, Across door pillar front 44
3/8 inches, Across door pillar back 48 inches, Across body, back
39½ inches, Turn-under 2½ inches.
Painting.--Body: black. Carriage-part: Indian red, striped two
1/8-inch lines of black, ¼ inch apart.
Trimming.-Green cloth. The back is a block-and-pipe back,
plaited; the blocks are smaller than for Broughams, &c. ; buttons
are used throughout the job. The cushion is made with a plaited
block top; lace welts and broad lace front. Fall plaited and edged
with broad lace.
The glass frames are covered with green
cloth and have broad lace holders. The front seat is trimmed with
enamel leather and has a plaited block back and cushion. Dash
covered double. Rugs plain green carpet.
Mountings.-Silver.
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Plate No. 46. COUPE ROCKAWAY.
Carriage Monthly September 1886 page 143.
This is a design of a round bottom Rockaway made by Messrs.
Wm. D. Gardner & Son, of Philadelphia. The wheel-house is
circular, and the door bottom sweep an imitation of the round
bottom Brougham. The doors pass over the rockers as usual, and
a slight corner is left back on the inside door rocker, as previously
made, but this is not necessary ; this rocker can be made the same
sweep as the outside door sweep. The lower back side quarters are
full.
Dimensions.–Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels 35 x 47
inches, Exterior diameter of hubs 4¾ inches, Length of hubs 7
inches, Diameters of bands of hubs 3 1/8 x 3¾ inches, Width of
spokes at square end 1¼ inches, Number of spokes 12 and 14,
front and back , Thickness and depth of rims 1¼ f x 1 5/16 inches,
Stagger 3/8 inches, Tire, steel 1 1/8 x ¼ inches.
Front Springs: Length from center to center of bolts 34 inches,
Open from out to out 8 inches, Width of steel 1½ inches, Number
of leaves 4 , Thickness of first leaf No. 2, Thickness of other leaves
No. 3, 3, 3, Distance of holes apart and size 3½ x 5/16 t. &
b.inches, Weight of springs about 22 lbs., Length of arms of axle
for 7 inches, hubs Thickness of axle, at square end1¼ inches.
Back Springs: Length of side springs 35 inches, Open from out
to out of side springs 8 inches, Width of steel 1 3/8 inches, Number
of leaves on side springs 3, Thickness of first leaf No. 2, Thickness
of other leaves Nos. 3, 3, Distance of holes apart, and size 3½ x 5/
16 inches, Weight of springs about 32 lbs., Length of arms of axle
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for 7inches hubs , Thickness of axle, at square end 1¼ inches.
Body: Across body front 34 inches, Across door pillar front
45½ inches, Across door pillar back 48 inches, Across body, back
40½ inches, Turn-under 2¼ inches.
Painting.--Body : black. Carriage-part: deep green, striped
two inch lines of white, 3/8 inch apart.
Trimming.--Green cloth inside, and green leather outside. The
inside back is of the plated pipe and block design, finished with
lace, which is used throughout the whole job. The cushion is made
with a plaited diamond top; the welts are of lace, as is also the
front, which is of broad lace. The fall is stiff and fastened to the
sill of seat, edged with lace. The trimming over the rear back is
perfectly plain,. while the seat squabs are made in diamonds. The
glass frames are covered, and the doors finished with rosewood,
moldings around the glass. The front back is made of leather in the
block design; leather covered buttons are used. The cushion has a
plaited block top. The fall is fastened to the seat. The front curtains
are portable; there is no head-lining in the front. Rugs and rockers
green carpet, and green figure. Mountings.—Silver.

